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  Our 101 Best Stories” Poultry Soup for the Soul offers always had a strong focus on seniors,
with books on agnig, veterans, grandpaernts, grieving and other topics highly relevant to
seniors.2.  Each reserve contains 101 tales recompiled from dozens of past Chicken Soup
titles.3.  With a new contemporary cover design, a new interior layout, and up-to-date stories, this
book could have fresh charm to seniors of most age range.4.  Books signify a fresh thematic
experience, even for readers of past books, as Poultry Soup has tightened this content, and
books contain only relevant tales.s many popular topics. Out-of-date stories were eliminated. 5. 
Chicken Soup for the Golden Soul was released in 2000 and sold 905,000 copies. 6.  “  collection
is an effective method for new readers to obtain books covering Poultry Soup’  7.t trade aside a
little bit of our wisdom and experience to get rid of all those life markers. Every book has a warm
and shifting foreword from Jack Canfield and Tag Victor Hansen explaining the organization’s
rebirth and its own return to 101 tales per book. 8. This is actually the first Chicken Soup reserve
to spotlight the wonders to getting older, with many stories focusing on dynamic older singles
and couples finding new careers, new sports, new love, and new meaning to their lives.We know
how it really is to cross the magic 60-year mark and feel young at heart despite several new
wrinkles. 9.  Last year, USA Today called Chicken Soup for the Soul #5 on its set of 25 books that
remaining a legacy over the past quarter century.1. Poultry Soup for the Soul earned the
Guinness World Record for having the most books on the brand new York Occasions bestseller
list at one time.  The reserve is set in larger print for less difficult reading.    This inspiring,
amusing, and heartwarming book includes the very best 101 stories for today’s young seniors
from Poultry Soup’s library. We wouldn’
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Large type edition lacks comparison and can't be read by 92 year old mother.he began to read it..
I purchased a big print version of this book because I was getting it for my 96 yr old Mother.
There isn't enough contrast for her to read it.. That is disappointing because I have also
purchased the NY Times huge type edition and she's no problem reading that.It generally does
not make sense to me why, if the mark population is people with difficulty reading terms and
conditions, why the publisher didn't think about it and make it better to read with more robust
printing and better contrast. The book is attractive and the content material is probably great
BUT without better comparison it is useless for folks like my mom. I am returning the reserve. HE
CANT PUT THIS Publication DOWN! An apart for people going right through this with elderly
parents- we've already increased the wattage of lights which proved helpful for awhile and she
could read a standard newspaper. . Good stories I bought this publication for my Mother who is
older and includes a hard time seeing terms and conditions. She says the stories are good and
she loves the book, but it doesn't have as huge of print as we thought it would have. I ordered the
huge print edition, along with a handful of other books which have large print. The others are
much larger and better to read than that one. But the content of the reserve is good. Though
large print, the type is quite light and challenging to read I actually gave this review two stars due
to the fact of the print in the book. Looking forward to buying more books to get my wife I bought
it as a present to my partner she loves it Inspiring Stories Bought this reserve for my wife, who's
quickly to retire. and today. However, she cannot browse it because the paper is cream shaded
and the print, while black, is fine. I had sent her another title also and it had been fine. She cannot
read any of it. I took the book for myself since I've enjoyed other versions, but I too had difficulty
reading a few of the printing. I cannot come back it as it would be too hard but extremely upset it
had been not as promised. Although print is large, it is VERY light in areas, rendering it difficult to
read. I cannot come back it since it would be ..! Very inspirational stories! But she could not read
it, she said the print was not large. I experienced sent her another name also and it had been fine.
I'm only 64 yrs . old and also have good eyesight. She will need to give it away.. My 95 year
previous father was a little uninterested in reading this.... I also believe he believes didn't "want"
the large print. my book I usually wanted chicken books... Content not a factor if she can't go
through it to take pleasure from. Was hoping the short positive stories would hold his interest. I
bought this Good sized TYPE edition for my 92 year old mom who has difficulty seeing terms and
conditions and enjoys reading. This is ordered as large print, says large print on cover, it isn't! I've
read many versions of Chicken Soup.. too small print It had been suppose to be large print
nonetheless it wasn't close to large enough in comparison to other large printing books so we
had to give it away My 95 year previous Dad LOVES THIS Publication!FYI-Readers Digest also
puts out a large print edition that i have also ordered for her and think like the NY Moments
publication, they will execute a better job.. She and her daughter enjoyed reading it together This
made an appreciated gift for a mature person returning home from the hospital. Great deal!
Misleading, not large printing at all!.Simply normal print, extremely disappointed as this was
Mother's Day gift, it really is being returned. Still Difficult to learn Inspirational stories, but my
father stills has trouble reading the print. The printing is still not very large and the ink isn't very
dark.. It was supposed to be large printing, I sent it as a gift to another state. I love Chicken Soup
books, which one was zero exception! I own countless of their books! She and her girl enjoyed
reading it together. Great deal Must read! Poignant, memorable, whimsical! The stories are great
as always. The tales are short, interesting and inspiring! With a little bit of encouragement.I am
so happy it was available in large print Short histores Excellent
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